Late Model - Heads-Up Rules
Late Model Heads-Up is an exciting class returning to LS FEST. This class will feature the
quickest Late Model LS, and LT powered cars in recent production. This class has been
developed to give Late Model owners a place to showcase their cars and builds. The rules are
simple but effective. Entry must be 2008 and newer, be LS, LT, or LQ powered, run on 15 inch
or greater diameter wheel and 235 mm or greater DOT tire. We look forward to everyone
making the journey to LS FEST to see and or participate in this exciting class. This is an all run,
qualified field with a touch of grudge action.
The “qualifying sheet” will be used for two purposes. First, the bragging rights of being #1
Qualifier and second to determine a potential bye run, for first round of eliminations. A “PRO”
style ladder will be used for eliminations until we are at 8 cars or less. From that point forward,
when called to the lanes, all remaining contestants will draw a numbered chip and return to
their vehicle. The contestants that hold matching numbered chips will pair up and race. Lane
choice will be determined by chip draw during these rounds. Each corresponding round going
forward would employ the same process.
This will make for some very exciting on and off track action. Again the rules are simple; the
vehicle entry must be 2008 year model or newer and have LS, LT, or LQ engine. Tires and
wheels may be replaced by any size combo and brand as long as the combo meets or exceeds
15 inch diameter wheel and 235mm or larger tire. Tires must be DOT approved. No Slicks
permitted.
Vehicles that are included in this exciting class are any LS, LT, or LQ powered 2008 year model
and newer.
1/8th mile, .400 Pro Tree, Heads Up

